REASONABLE ACCOMMODATIONS AND MODIFICATIONS NOTICE

Notice to All Applicants and Residents: Reasonable Accommodations and Modifications are available for Applicants and Residents with Mental and/or Physical Disabilities

The Lynn Housing Authority and Neighborhood Development (LHAND) does not discriminate against applicants or residents on the basis of mental (including psychiatric) or physical disabilities. In addition, the LHAND has an obligation to provide "reasonable accommodations" and "reasonable modifications" on account of a disability if an applicant or resident or a household member is limited by the disability and for this reason needs such an accommodation or modification. A reasonable accommodation is a change that the LHAND can make to its rules, policies, practices, or services, and a reasonable modification is a change that the LHAND can make to its facilities (including physical alterations to the housing unit or public or common use areas) that will assist an otherwise eligible person with a disability to have equal opportunity to use and enjoy the housing or common or public use areas or to participate fully in the LHAND’s programs, activities, or services. Such changes may not be reasonable if they are not financially and programmatically feasible for the housing authority.

An applicant or resident household which has a member with a mental and/or physical disability must still be able to meet essential obligations of tenancy (for example, the household must be able to pay rent, to care for the apartment, to report required information to the LHAND, and to avoid disturbing neighbors), but an accommodation or modification may be the basis by which the household is able to meet those obligations of tenancy.

The LHAND has an Accommodation Coordinator. If you need an accommodation or modification because of a disability, please complete the attached form and return it to: Lynn Housing Authority & Neighborhood Development, 10 Church Street, Lynn, MA 01902, ATTENTION: Carly McClain. Upon reasonable request by the LHAND, you must also submit documentation verifying the existence of a disability and the disability-related need for the accommodation or modification. Within thirty (30) calendar days of receipt of your request and documentation, the Accommodation Coordinator will contact you to discuss what the LHAND can reasonably do to provide you an accommodation or modification on account of your disability.

If you or a member of your household has a mental and/or physical disability, and as a result needs an accommodation or modification, you, the household member, or authorized representative, may request it at any time. However, you are not obliged to make such a request, and if you prefer not to do so that is your right.
REQUEST FOR REASONABLE ACCOMMODATIONS/MODIFICATIONS
RELEASE OF INFORMATION AUTHORIZATION

Date:____________________  Applicant/Resident Name:_____________________________________

Address:____________________________________________________________________________

Phone Number:_____________________________  Housing Program:___________________________

To:   Carly McClain, Reasonable Accommodation Coordinator
      Lynn Housing Authority & Neighborhood Development
      10 Church Street
      Lynn, MA 01902

I am requesting the following reasonable unit modification and/or reasonable accommodation to LHAND
policies and/or procedures so that I may have an equal opportunity to use and enjoy a dwelling unit,
including public and common areas:

____________________________________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________________________________

The change that I am requesting will accommodate my disability in the following ways:

____________________________________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________________________________

I give permission to the following Medical Professional to communicate with the Lynn Housing Authority &
Neighborhood Development (LHAND), and to disclose information from their records concerning my care
and treatment. This authorization is limited to information necessary to determine whether the
accommodation that I am requesting is medically necessary to accommodate my disability, for the
reasons that I have described above.

I hereby waive and release the Medical Professional listed below from any liability, which they might
otherwise incur, and from any restrictions, which might be imposed upon them by law as the result of
such disclosures.

This authorization is valid for sixty (60) days. A photocopy of this authorization shall be as effective as
the original.

Applicant/Resident Signature: ___________________________________________________________

Name and Title of Medical Professional:  ___________________________________________________

Address: ____________________________________________________________________________

Phone number: _______________________________   Fax number: ____________________________

Email Address: _______________________________________________________________________
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